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PROGNOSTICS FOR POLYMER POSITIVE TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT 

RESETTABLE FUSES 

Abstract: As a circuit protection device, polymer positive temperature coefficient (PPTC) 

resettable fuses have been widely used in over-current or over-temperature 

circuit-protection designs in computers, automotive circuits, telecommunications 

equipment, and medical devices. Failure of a resettable fuse can cause abnormal operation of 

and damage to a circuit. Prognostics for a resettable fuse enables advance warning of the 

failure of the fuse and the prediction of its remaining useful life; therefore, the operator can 

take action to maintain or replace the component to reduce damage to the circuit. This paper 

uses the cross-validation equential probability ratio test (CV-SPRT) method to monitor the 

failure precursor parameters in situ, and uses an autoregressive integrated moving average 

(ARIMA) model to predict failure based on the precursors. 

  
Keywords: Polymer positive temperature coefficient (PPTC); Resettable fuse; 

Prognostics; Failure precursors; Cross-validation combined sequential probability ratio test 

(CV-SPRT); Autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA). 

Introduction 

 

A resettable fuse is a circuit protection device. Resettable fuses are widely used in 

automotive circuits (e.g., the protection of micro-motors in window lifts, seats, and door 

locks), computers (e.g., the protection of the circuits of hard disk drives, interface ports, 

USB protection, and cooling fan motors), telecommunication devices (e.g., cell phones), 

battery packs, power supplies, medical electronics, and so on [1]. The failures or abnormal 

behaviors of resettable fuses may cause damage to circuits, the abnormal operation of 

circuits (inability to work at normal current), or unnecessary operations forcing operators to 

switch off and on the power to reset the circuit.  

It is necessary to incorporate prognostics and health management (PHM) to monitor the 

health status of a fuse to detect abnormal behavior and predict the fuse’s remaining useful 

life (RUL). PHM is an enabling discipline consisting of technologies and methods to assess 

the reliability of a product in its actual life cycle conditions to determine the advent of failure 

and mitigate system risk [2][3]. PHM generally combines sensing and interpretation of 

environmental, operational, and performance-related parameters to assess the health of a 
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product and predict remaining useful life. Assessing the health of a product provides 

information that can be used to meet several critical goals: (1) providing advance warning of 

failures; (2) minimizing unscheduled maintenance, extending maintenance cycles, and 

maintaining effectiveness through timely repair actions; (3) reducing the life-cycle cost of 

equipment by decreasing inspection costs, downtime, and inventory; and (4) improving 

qualification and assisting in the design and logistical support of fielded and future systems 

[2][3].  

Figure 1 shows the operational process of polymer positive temperature coefficient 

(PPTC) resettable fuses [4]. Under normal conditions (normal ambient temperature and 

normal current), a PPTC fuse operates in a low resistance state when the normal current 

(less than the hold current, which is the maximum steady-state current the fuse can carry 

without tripping at the ambient temperature) passes through it. When a fault current (higher 

than the trip current, which is the minimum current that causes a fuse to trip at the ambient 

temperature) occurs, the resistance of the fuse increases sharply. Because of the sharp 

increase in resistance, the fuse will decrease the current in order to protect the circuit. The 

sharp resistance increase is called a trip. After the trip, a PPTC fuse does not break as does 

a traditional fuse. Instead, it keeps the high resistance state and allows a small trickle current 

to pass through the circuit. The fuse will start to reset to a low resistance state when the heat 

or fault current is removed and/or the power is switched off [1][4][5]. Trip time is the time 

required for a PPTC fuse to decrease the current of the circuit to the hold current at the 

ambient temperature [1][4][5]. 

 Trip time has been identified as a failure precursor parameter by trip cycle tests [4]. 

Figure 2 shows the trip time change of sample A with trip cycles at a typical temperature. 

The PHM for PPTC resettable fuses includes anomaly detection and RUL prediction, both 

of which can be conducted by applying data-driven methods to the failure precursor 

parameters. In our study, anomaly detection for a PPTC resettable fuse was conducted by 

using the sequential probability ratio test (SPRT) on the trip time. However, the traditional 

SPRT has difficulty selecting model parameters [6][7][8][9], which are critical parameters 

determining the performance of SPRT. The cross-validation (CV) technique is proposed to 

select the proper model parameters for SPRT; this is called CV-SPRT. RUL prediction can 

be implemented by using autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA), which is a 

model for linear time series prediction [10]. The trip time signal in the future is predicted by 

ARIMA, and RUL can be estimated when the prediction crosses the failure criteria. The 

failure criterion in terms of trip time is defined based on the specific application. In our 

current project, the failure of the fuse in terms of trip time is defined as when the trip time 

decreases or increases by 15% of the mean trip time from 2000 to 4500 cycles. For sample 

A, the failure criterion is less than 7.5 s or higher than 10.2 s. 

Anomaly Detection for PPTC Resettable Fuses 

 

Anomaly detection using CV-SPRT is illustrated in Figure 3. The features of the 

monitored product in its healthy status are extracted and learned in the training procedure. 

The training data can be obtained from historic data or from the stable operational phases 

when the product is known to be healthy. Statistical features of the training data, such as the 

distribution, are extracted to create a detection baseline. In this procedure, proper model 
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parameters for SPRT are selected by a cross-validation process. In the detection procedure, 

in-situ monitored data is compared with the baseline sequentially using CV-SPRT to detect 

the anomalies.  

 
Figure 1: Operational process of resettable fuses. 

 
Figure 2: Trip time signals of a fuse (Sample A). 
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Figure 3: Anomaly detection procedure using CV-SPRT. 
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Figure 4 shows the procedure of SPRT. The SPRT calculates the SPRT index for each 

in-situ monitored data point and compares the SPRT index with the boundary to make a 

decision. The SPRT index is the natural logarithm of the ratio of the probability that accepts 

the null hypothesis to the probability that accepts the alternative hypothesis. The SPRT 

index can be calculated as long as the distribution of the detected data is available. For 

normal distribution, the null (healthy) hypothesis H0 represents the healthy state, with mean 

= 0 and standard deviation = σ; the alternative (degraded) hypothesis includes four cases: 1) 

H1: the mean of the test data has shifted high to +M, with no change in standard deviation; 2) 

H2: the mean of the test data has shifted low to –M, with no change in standard deviation; 3) 

H3: the variance of test data has increased to Vσ
2
, with no change in mean; 4) H4: the 

variance of test data has decreased to σ
2
/V, with no change in mean [11]. M and V are the 

predetermined system disturbance magnitudes, which are decided by the user, and in general 

they are several times the standard deviation of the training data. Four SPRT index formulas 

for a normal distribution are shown as Equations (1) to (4) [11][13]. 

 

(1) 

 

 

(2) 

 

 

(3) 

 

 

(4) 

 

SPRT uses the probabilities of missed alarms and false alarms to create the thresholds of 

acceptance and rejection of the null hypothesis, as shown in equation (5). False alarm 

probability, α , is defined as the probability that H0 is rejected even though it is true, while 

missed alarm probability, β , is defined as the probability that H0 is accepted when it is 

actually false. Under certain false alarm probabilities and missed alarm probabilities, SPRT 

gives a decision with minimum sampling. 

 

(5) 

 

If all SPRT indices are less than the lower limit, the healthy hypothesis (H0) is accepted, 

the corresponding indices are reset, and sampling continues. If any SPRT index is larger than 

the upper limit, the alarm is given, and the corresponding index is reset, and sampling 

continues. If all SPRT indices are in the range, the information is not sufficient to make a 

conclusion, and the sampling continues. The comparison of the four SPRT indices with 

limits is parallel. This procedure ensures that an alarm will be generated when any of the four 

SPRT indices reaches the upper limit [6]. 

Four model parameters should be determined for SPRT detection: the system disturbance 

magnitude, M, which is m times the standard deviation of the training data; the variation 
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factor, V; the false alarm probability, α; and the missed alarm probability, β. No systematic 

method to select the model parameters is reported in literature. In practice, these model 

parameters are selected by experience. In this paper, the model parameter set (m, V, α, β) for 

SPRT can be selected by 10-fold CV without the need for experience. Each parameter in the 

set has a recommended range [12][13], as shown in Table 1.  

 

 

 
 

 

Table 1: Range and Change Interval of Four Parameters 

Parameter Range Start Value Interval 

m 2 ~ 4 2 1 

V 2 ~ 4 2 1 

α 0.005 ~ 0.2 0.005 0.005 

β 0.005 ~ 0.2 0.005 0.005 

 

The procedure of model parameter selection by 10-fold CV is shown in Figure 5. The first 

step is to select the labeled dataset, which are all healthy data, as well as the training data for 

SPRT after the proper model parameter set is obtained. After the labeled data is selected, a 

model parameter set (m, V, α, β) is assigned to SPRT. For each assigned model parameter 

set, the actual false alarm probability (α') and missed alarm probability (β') are then 

calculated by 10-fold CV.  

In 10-fold CV, the total labeled data are all healthy data and are partitioned into 10 

subsets of equal or nearly equal size. Ten iterations should be conducted to calculate the 

actual false alarm rate (α') and missed alarm rate (β'). In each of the 10 iterations, one 

different subset is selected as the original validation data, and the remaining nine subsets are 

the training data. If SPRT is only run on the original validation data, which are all healthy 

data, only false alarms can be obtained if SPRT detects some anomalies. In order to calculate 

the actual missed alarm probability of SPRT, a known abnormal dataset should be added 

into the original validation dataset to form an updated validation dataset. The abnormal 

dataset can be generated by randomly picking up data out of the range of [µ-m×σ, µ+m×σ]. 

Here the µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of the training data (the remaining nine 

subsets of the labeled data).  

)
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Figure 4: SPRT procedure. 
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In each iteration, both false alarms and missed alarms can be identified based on 

comparison of the detection results with the updated validation data. The false alarm rate 

and missed alarm rate can be calculated by equations (6) and (7). The process is repeated 10 

times until each of the subsets has been selected as the original validation dataset. The mean 

of the 10 false alarm rates and the mean of the 10 missed alarm rates are calculated by 

equations (8) and (9) as the final false alarm probability, (α'), and final missed alarm 

probability, (β’), when using the total labeled data (without the abnormal data) as training 

data.  

The actual false alarm probability and missed alarm probability are then compared with 

the ones in the selected model parameter set. If both the final false alarm rate and the missed 

alarm rate are less than the user-specified false alarm probability and missed alarm 

probability, respectively, the model parameter set should be accepted as a proper model 

parameter set for SPRT. If not, another model parameter set based on the interval in Table 1 

should be re-assigned and the performance of the SPRT with the model parameter should be 

evaluated by 10-fold CV again. In practice, selection can start from lower values and stop 

when the acceptance criterion is satisfied. One can also run the 10-fold CV for all the model 

parameter sets and then select the one with the lowest false and missed alarm probability. A 

model parameter set should be updated when the labeled (training) data are updated, since 

the actual false alarm and missed alarm rates are calculated based on the specific labeled 

(training) data. 

 

(6) 

 

 

(7) 

 

(8) 

 

(9) 

 

The trip times from 2000 to 4500 cycles were selected as the training data for CV-SPRT. 

The reason the first 2000 cycles were not added was that the fuse was not running stably. 

Before using CV-SPRT to detect the anomaly, the normality of the training data was 

checked to determine if the trip time was normally distributed. An abnormal dataset with 50 

abnormal data points was randomly generated out of the range of [µ-m×σ, µ+m×σ]. Here 

the µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of the training data (the remaining nine 

subsets of the labeled data). The abnormal data was added into the original validation data 

set to form an updated validation data set, which was used to calculate the actual false alarm 

and missed alarm rates in each iteration. After the 10-fold CV process, the parameter set 

(m=4, V=2, α =0.01, and β=0.005) was selected (the actual false alarm was estimated at 

0.005 and the actual missed alarm was estimated at 0.001). SPRT then used this model 

parameter set and the total labeled data (without the abnormal data) as training data to 

detect the anomalies in the test dataset. Figure 6 shows the final detection results of the trip 

time signals from 2000 to 28000 cycles. Continuous alarms were generated from 5000 

cycles. Most of the alarms were trigged by a decrease in the mean trip time and an increase 
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in the variance. The first actual intermittent failure occurred around the 12,000
th
 cycle, and 

permanent failure occurred around the 20,000
th
 cycle. Thus, SPRT is sensitive enough to 

detect the anomalies in advance. 

 

 
 

    

 
Figure 6: Anomalies detected by SPRT. 

RUL Prediction for PPTC Resettable Fuses 

The RUL of a product can be predicted by several categories of methods, including 

data-driven methods, model-based methods, and the fusion of data-driven and model-based 
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Figure 5: Model parameter selection procedure by 10-fold CV. 
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methods. In this study, the data-driven method was used because it is simple and can capture 

the complex features of a product without knowledge of the failure mechanisms.  Some 

data-driven RUL prediction models directly estimate the failure of a product by forecasting 

the precursor parameter until the failure criteria are reached. The precursor parameter can 

be considered to be a time-series signal, and then the forecasting methods can be used to 

estimate the future value of the parameter.  

We used the ARIMA model to predict RUL for PPTC resettable fuses because the linear 

trending is exhibited in the data (Figure 2). The ARIMA model is one of the most widely 

used linear models in time series forecasting, and was introduced by Box and Jenkins [10]. 

In this model, a time series y can be modeled as linear function of current and past values. 

The ARIMA(p,d,q)  model can be identified as the AR(p) model, the MA (q) model, or the 

ARMA(p,q)  model, in which p and q are the order of the process, meaning that the future 

value is a combination of p and q previous values from now, and d is the time of data 

deference, which is for a non-stationary process.  

If y is a stationary process, for an autoregressive process of order p, y ~ AR(p) or 

ARIMA(p,0,0): 

(10) 

   where ai are coefficients, ε ~N(0,σ
2
); 

   For a moving average process of order q,  y ~ MA(q) or ARIMA(0,0,q):  

 (11) 

where, bi are coefficients, ε~N(0,σ
2
); 

    For the combination of the AR and MA models, or the ARMA process, ARMA(p,q) or 

ARIMA(p,0,q): 

(12) 

If y is a non-stationary process, conduct data difference for d >=1 times, which is denoted 

as  y
d

t, meaning conducting (yt–yt-1) for d times, then finding (p,q). 

The whole ARIMA(p,d,q) modeling procedure includes model identification, estimation, 

and model validation. Model identification defines the values of p, d, and q by several plots, 

which are plots of data, autocorrelation function (ACF) plots, and partial autocorrelation 

function (PACF) plots. Figure 7 illustrates the procedure of model identification.    

In model estimation the identified ARIMA model is fitted to the training data and 

estimates the parameters (coefficients). The standard errors from the estimates and 95% 

confidence limits for the parameters are also calculated to determine whether the model is 

appropriate. In model validation, the residuals between the estimation and actual data should 

be white noise (or independent when their distributions are normal) drawings from a fixed 

distribution with a constant mean and variance. Otherwise, a better model should be 

considered. 

The prediction based on the data shown in Figure 2 is used as a case study. The data is 

first re-sampled by averaging the trip time every 100 cycles, as shown in Figure 8, from 

which we can see that  feature of the data is maintained. Based on the anomaly detection 

results, we conducted the RUL prediction from the first detected anomalies. Here, two RUL 

predictions are demonstrated as general examples. One was predicted from the 101
st
 data 

tptpttt yayayay   ...2211

qtqtttt bbby    ...2211

qtqtttptpttt bbbyayayay    ...... 22112211
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point to the 150
th
 data point based on the previous 100 data points. In this case, the ARIMA 

model was identified as ARIMA (0,2,2), and the prediction was shown in Figure 9. From the 

prediction, the earliest possible failure will be at the 118
th
 point (11800 cycles, 95% CI lower 

limit), and the actual first intermittent failure is at the 124
th
 point (12400 cycles). In the 

second case, trip time was predicted from the 191
st
 data point to the 240

th
 data point based 

on the previous 190 data points. The model was identified as ARIMA (0,2,1), and the 

prediction was shown in Figure 10. The ARIMA model is updated and new coefficients 

were calculated. Based on the prediction, the possible earliest failure would be at the 191
st
 

point (19100 cycles, 95% CI lower limit). The prediction line showed that the failure would 

be at the 198
th
 point (19800 cycles), which is earlier than the actual failure at the 205

th
 point 

(20500 cycles). 
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Figure 7: ARIMA model identification procedure. 
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Figure 8 Trip time data re-sample. 
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Figure 9: Prediction from the 101

st
 to 150

th
 points based on the previous 100 points 
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Figure 10: Prediction from the 191

st
 to 240

th
 points based on the previous 190 points. 

Discussion and Conclusion  

 

The RUL of PPTC resettable fuses can be predicted in situ by estimating the future value 

of the monitored failure precursor parameters, such as the trip time with cycles. Anomaly 

detection can be conducted in situ by integrating a cross-validation technique into traditional 

SPRT to provide in-time or advance alarms. The integration of the CV technique into SPRT 

(called CV-SPRT) solves the difficulty in the model parameter selection for SPRT so that 

proper model parameters for SPRT can always be found without the requirement of 

experience. The CV-SPRT is not limited to anomaly detection of PPTC resettable fuses; it 

can be extended as a standard method for any in-situ anomaly detection when the 

distribution of the data is available or predictable.  

A failure precursor parameter can be treated as a time-series signal, which can be 

predicted by a mathematical model.  The selection of the prediction model should consider 

the features of the signals and the properties of the model. The autoregressive integrated 

moving average (ARIMA) model is one linear model. It was used in this paper to predict the 

future values of the failure precursor parameters due to their exhibiting linear trends in the 

trip time signals. RUL can then be estimated when the predicted future values cross the 

failure criteria. Based on the demonstrations of RUL prediction of PPTC resettable fuses, 

ARIMA is a practicable method for failure prediction for the linear failure precursors. This is 

because the ARIMA model assumes that the time-series signals are linear. Other techniques, 

such as neural networks, could be incorporated with ARIMA to capture both the linear and 

nonlinear components of the signals included in the failure precursor parameters. 
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